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from the leader in sound...

Continued from preceding page
doerfcr whips his apparently small Varieton
Concert Orchestra into vigors and sonorities worthy of far larger and more noted
ensembles. But his In a Spanish Mood
program is surely a jet -plane tour of the
peninsula: I've never heard Waldreufel's
Etpaña and Ltludiarnina, or the five Moszkowski

with

MERCURY: No musicianly discreet conductor can hope to bring much notably new
to readings of the Carmen and first Arlésienne Suites; yet Paul Patay, with the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, plays these
works not only straightforwardly and idio-
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with unmistakable -and
individuality. He is to be commended roo for including, in the former
suite, only those sections actually scored
matically,
piquant

r

but

The Orchestra
Mr. Stokowski conducts eight works featuring
the sections of the orchestra, alone and in
combination. Astonishing orchestral sound in
breathtaking stereo. Full -color booklet. IZH$I

Other "Full Dimensional Sound"
Stereo Releases

"arranged"' additions. The Ford Auditorium in which these recordings were made
does not seem markedly reverberant, but
its acoustics are obviously warm and clean,
as captured with broad -spread stereo
and
the performances here can
transparency
be reproduced with no suggestion of the
"slightly stuffy" sound or undue prominence of the brasses noted in Paul Affelder's Aug. 1957 review of the MG 50135
MDS 5 -3, 7 -in., $12.95)
LP versions (
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ROGER WAGNER CHORALE:

House of the Lord

(ZF9)

OMEGATAPE: With its channels reaching
our over half the world, this adventuresome
west -coast organization now adds Spain to
its already spoken -for Austrian provinces.
Unfortunately, however, it has chosen Luisa
Linares and Los Galindos for a Flamenco
program which captures only the superficial characteristics of this gypsy art, here

WM. STEINBERG, PITTSBURGH
SYMPHONY

Toch: Third Symphony

(ZF -7)

HOLLYWOOD BOWL SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

(ZF.i)
IZF61

Symphonic Dances IZF -s)
Bolero & Capriccio Espagnol

catchily appealing in
(zF.e)

'A STUDY IN STEREO'
breathtaking showcase of stereo's vast range
feoturing Capital's big -name artists. (2)1-21
A

'INTRO TO STEREO'
A narrated journey through the wonders of
stereo - music and real -tile sounds. (ZA.1)

Top Stars in Stereo
NAT "KING" COLE:
Love

is

the Thing Izo -nt

KENTON IN HI -FI

(ZD 1C)

GEORGE SHEARING:

Black Sofia

IZC -13)

WARING 8 THE PENNSYLVANIANS
IN HI -FI IZD -t21

a

buoyant

Eso et

Tongo and lyrically looping Cordobcsta,
but mostly diluted for the tourist trade
ST 5017, 7 -in., $11.95). Far more

(

authentic and worthy of the strong, open
stereo sound is the first of a nvo-volume
series of Austrian Military Marches (of
which only the Deuttcbmcirter, Raletzky,
and perhaps a couple of others are likely
to be familiar to most American listeners)
played with rousing enthusiasm by the
Army Battalion Orchestra, Vienna, under
Gustav Gaigg. For a particularly zestful
and robustly sonorous sample, try the
Hurra Heidecksburg march ( e
ST 2006.
7-in., $12.95).
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by Bizet himself, unaugmcnted by the usual

LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI:

L'ffalio
Gypsy

from...
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THE ORCHFSTI
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new
releases

Spanish Dances, played faster or
more incisive percussive accents.

There is little authentic Iberian atmus
nhcre, but I must admit that the Granados
Spanish Dance No. 5 (Player-a), despite
its interpretative mannerisms, has seldom
if ever sounded richer or its tambourines
CHT /BN 27, 7 -i11.,
more effective
St 1.95).
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FOR IN -LINE HEADS

PHONOTAPES: Jascha Horenstcin's Beethoven Sixth, with the Pro Musica Symphony
Orchestra, Vienna, is one single -channel
tape which warrants citation even in the
current stereo era, partly since it has not
yet appeared on a Vox LP, more importantly since it is unquestionably one of the
most genuinely pastoral -like Pattorales I
know- ingratiatingly gentle and warm,

New STEREOTAPE Releases
"STEREOLe!"
A vivid and exciting visit to
concert hall in Spain. $11.95
ST -10

a

"A LEROY ANDERSON CONCERT"
A full reel of favorites by today's
master of orchestral effervescence.
ST -11

Dazzling! $11.95

"INSIDE POLKA"
by S. Tereo
Twice as gay and danceable as
single channel. Bright and shiny sound.
$11.95
"A TRIBUTE TO HENRY BUSSE"
ST-13 STEREOTAPE documents the sound
of one of the great bands of a passing
era. $11.95
ST-12

"20UNDS!"

A magical concert designed for
jaded Stereophiles. The hit of the 1959
Audio Fair! $11.95
"EN RAPPORT"
ST-15 Two pianos; two channels. Felix
DeCola and Jerry Linden sparkle (lira a
delightful program. A must. $11.95
"IN MY STERE01DSMOBILE"
ST -16 The Gerry Wiggins Trio reminisces
back to some good old tunes and Infects
them with new life. $11.95
"THE SWING AND l"
Gerry Wiggins Trio
ST-17 Anna told the King of Siam about
boys,
these
and he's booked them solid!
( "The King and 1" in jazz.) $11.95
"TINE AMATI QUARTET"
ST -18 A premiere recording of a modern
quartet by Liiszl6 Lajtha in a stunning
performante. Realism $11.95
"STEREO -TONK HONKY.TAPE"
ST19 We hope this release puts an end
to the Ilonky -Tank craze. Audio fidelity
Can go no further. Guaranteed Iat to
20,000 (the tape, that is). $11 5
NEW DEMO! 15 minutes! 52.95!
The famous STEREOTAPE demonstration
tape has been brought up to date and
doubled In length. A full fifteen minute
sampling of STEREOTAPE quality. Our
complete catalog is available on request.
At HI -Fi dealers everywhere, or write to:

ST-14
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Audio Arts, loc., Dept.
5607 Melrose Ave., Hollywood.
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